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What is formative feedback? 



What is formative feedback/assessment? 

“The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback 

that can be used by instructors to improve their teaching and by students to improve 

their learning … help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that 

need work, help faculty recognize where students are struggling and address problems 

immediately … generally low stakes, which means that they have low or no point value.”   

- Eberly Centre Teaching Excellence & Educational Innovation (online) 

“A range of formal and informal assessment procedures conducted by teachers during the 

learning process in order to modify teaching and learning activities to improve student 

attainment. It typically involves qualitative feedback (rather than scores) for both student 

and teacher that focuses on the details of content and performance.”  
- Wikipedia 

“All those activities undertaken by teachers, and/or by students, which provide information to be 

used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged.“  

– Black & Wiliam (1998) 



The key factors 

 

• ‘In-teaching’ feedback – during learning not after it (summative) 

• Ongoing assessment of teaching/learning 

• To help teacher(s) and students 

• Not marked for credit and no penalties for errors 

• To improve teaching/learning for the current group 

 

What is formative feedback/assessment? 



How is formative feedback collected? 



• Often in much the same way as summative assessment 

 Tests and quizzes 

 Practical problems and activities 

 Reports (verbal/written) 

 

• Difference is in the use not necessarily the method 

How is formative feedback collected? 



Why is formative feedback useful? 



It is not ‘marked’ 

 

• Essential to evaluate the outcome of formative assessment   

     …but NOT for credit 

• Individual evaluation can be personal or, via teacher/peers 

• Helps to move students away from exam driven approach - teaches to 

assess for improvement not for a grade 

• Less stressful (usually) - consequences of ‘wrong’ answers are low 



It has immediate effect 

 

• The current cohort of students benefits, rather than future students (or no 

students) 

• Benefits are more visible – misunderstanding leads to greater explanation 

by the teacher (positive reinforcement) 

• Student can see their mistakes and correct them whilst still thinking about 

the relevant topic and before applying it in the real-world (Yorke, 2003) 



It’s an active and ongoing process 

 

• Not an endpoint but a guide for strengths and weaknesses during the 

course/programme 

• Formative assessment can be carried out any time to assess sections of 

learning, and repeated as necessary 

• For the purpose of learning development, whereas summative 

assessment largely offers a résumé of current knowledge at the end of a 

course (Boud & Falchikov, 2007) 

• Helps student and teacher to improve – responsibility for incorrect 

learning is not placed solely with the student 



Positive experience and outcome 

 

• When used well, gives students a more complete understanding of what 

their mistakes were, why they were mistakes, and how to rectify them. 

• Students can try and try again with support – greater overall satisfaction 

• Not an exam - students can work alone, in pairs, or in groups to get the 

most out of the tasks – less isolating 

• Helps creates a more open, discursive atmosphere 

• Teachers receive more (of the right kind of) feedback and interaction from 

students  



You can be creative 

 

• The stakes are low for teachers too – no right and wrong way to collect 

formative feedback so you can try different methods and see what is 

useful and enjoyable 

• Price and Rennie (2005) suggest that providing diverse and flexible 

materials can increase creativity, enable individualised learning, and 

create a “self-reinforcing” environment 



Why is formative feedback useful in 

teaching statistics? 



Research suggests that learning in statistics is enhanced when students are 

helped to recognise and tackle their errors, and receive consistent and 

constructive feedback on how well they are doing (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2007) 

• Formative assessment identifies errors and feeds back to the 

teacher 

• Teacher feedback helps students to tackle those errors by explaining 

(and/or helping them to identify) where their thinking or learning went 

wrong (sometimes only parts of an answer, approach, or logic are incorrect) 

• Further assessment allows student additional ‘tries’ at applying their 

new learning – iterative approach 



Students learning statistics can have problems recognising their 

misconceptions and/or communicating the specific concepts or topics 

that they find difficult (Garfield & Ben-zvi, 2007) 

• Asking ‘do you understand?’, or ‘does anyone have any questions?’ 

may not give honest, accurate, or complete responses (if any!) 

• Stats often a new topic for students, so identifying specific problem 

areas can be difficult without constructive assessment methods 

• Formative assessment can be used to pick apart statistical concepts 

• Important to work with students to understand how they arrived at a 

given response and to meaningfully reorganise their knowledge… 

        

  …just knowing they’re incorrect has little functional use 
(Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2007; von Glasersfeld, 1989). 



In a review of stats T&L research, Garfield and Ben-Zvi (2007) found that 

statistics teachers overestimate students’ level of basic statistical 

knowledge, and underestimate student difficulties in comprehending 

statistical concepts and reasoning.  

• Students learn at different paces, in different ways, and differ in the 

concepts that challenge their understanding (Coffield, Moseley, Hall & 

Ecclestone, 2004; Kam et al., 2005). 

• Formative assessment helps obtain specific, realistic reflections of 

ability and understanding of statistical topics 

• DOES rely on student ‘buy-in’ (and teachers encouragement) 

• Strengths/weaknesses often visible for the teacher and student(s); 

guides subsequent teaching better than perceptions or assumptions 



Gaining experience with opportunities to practice and reflect on new 

information and skills, particularly with ‘real-life’ problems/situations is key to 

persistent learning (Jarvis, 1987; Illeris, 2008). 

• Increasing student participation in T&L activities is a significant way 

to improve student learning (Frederick, 1987; Garvin, 1991; Meletiou -

Mavrotheris & Lee, 2002).  

• Active/iterative/reflective, opportunities for hands-on experience, and 

trial and error (and trial again) 

• Problem-based tasks can help identify issues in the complete and 

correct application of statistical concepts 

• Research in stats teaching advocates cooperative, social, and 

interactive teaching activities for increased learning and retention 

(Keeler & Steinhorst, 1995; Giraud, 1997; Magel, 1998; Meletiou & Lee, 2002).  



Lectures are popular and pragmatic in larger-scale HE teaching, but 

literature questions whether [traditional] lectures meet the needs of more 

diverse and expectant students, motivated by social, economic and 

professional pressures (e.g., Barnett, 2003; Bligh, 2000). 

 

• For non-statisticians the purpose of learning statistics is usually 

practical - based on the need to acquire research skills 

• Traditional lectures show poor retention of information beyond the 

learning context (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2007; Clarke, Karuat, Mathews & Wimbish, 

2003).  

• T&L theories say formative assessment helps improve learning 

continuity (Black & Wiliam, 1998) 

• Students “learn by constructing knowledge” (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2007) and 

active involvement and hands-on practice are essential - Practical 

skills require practice! 



Teachers need to be able to encourage this information, absorb feedback, 

and be adaptable to student diversity in learning (Ramsden et al., 1995). 

• This can be the hard bit – students are often scared of stats! 

• Important to form an open dialogue between teacher and students 

and use open and encouraging forms of teaching (Frederick, 1987; Garvin, 

1991; Light, Cox & Calkins, 2009) 

• There are many methods for increasing engagement and formative 

feedback 

• Skinner (1958) discussed positive reinforcement of learning and the 

importance of giving encouragement, and supporting students to 

come up with answers themselves 



Research found the best teachers (who got the most out of their students) 

were those who continually sought student feedback to improve the way 

they teach.  

 

Good teaching has been linked to being a good learner, listening to 

students, being dynamic, reflective and constantly evolving, and being 

adaptable to the given context whether the room or the group of students 
(Ramsden et al., 1995). 

 

 

 

So, how do we ‘get’ or ‘do’ 

formative assessment and 

feedback? 



How do we use formative assessment and 

feedback in CASC? 

CASC: Centre for Applied Statistics Courses 



We (CASC) provide statistics and research methods modules for ICH 

BSc medical students, students from numerous ICH MSc programmes, 

and teach 16 courses year-round to delegates (staff, students, other) 

from ICH, GOSH, UCL, & numerous hospitals and external sites… 



 The range of delegates we teach is vast 

 The durations that we teach are short (1-5 days per course) 

 Delegates come to be ‘trained in a skill’ not ‘told about a topic’ 

 

 

    What do we do… 

We feel we have to be creative with our teaching and feedback 

approaches for a number of reasons: 



Integrated practical activities 

• Incorporate practical activities into every course/module 

• Used throughout every teaching day 

• Usually problem-based questions that require students/delegates to 

make decisions, select appropriate methods, and apply newly learned 

concepts and calculations 

• Base on realistic scenarios and/or real data 

 



Integrated practical activities 

• Build in protected time dedicated to doing and reviewing activities 

• Working through the processes involved is as important as doing the 

activity itself 

• Activities often throw up common questions in a more relaxed forum, that 

can be discussed with the group 



Anonymous voting 

• ‘Personal response system’, or… “it’s like who wants to be a millionaire” 

• Simple to set up and use 

• Typically MCQs, but other formats becoming available 

• Completely anonymous and takes your final answer – helps reduce 

participation anxiety, avoidance, and embarrassment 

• You can’t see who, but you can see how many have voted - helps 

increase participation in feedback procedures 



Anonymous voting 

• Gives a good overview of a classroom – doesn’t rely on confident 

students or conceal quiet students 

• Provides a clear quantitative indicator of whether or not a concept was 

understood and whether additional explanation is needed 

• Facilitates discussion of each answer, not just which one is right - helps 

clarify why a wrong response was given and help restructure incorrect 

existing knowledge (Illeris, 2008) 

• Students benefit from feedback that directly feeds into their learning at 

that time, and into their competence in applying their knowledge in the 

professional world 



How many standard deviations do we need to go 

either side of the mean to capture 99% of the data 

values? 

1. 2.58 

2. 1.96 

3. 1.64 

4. 1.28 

1 2 3 4 5

75%

10% 8%

2%
5%



A sample of 100 5-15 year olds have their heights 

measured, and a sample of 100 4-5 year olds have their 

heights measured. The standard error will be: 

1. Larger for the 5-15 y/o 

2. Larger for the 4-5 y/o 

3. The same for each group 

4. Irrelevant 

1 2 3. 4

25% 25%25%25%



Anonymous voting 

• It’s fun – students of all backgrounds seem to enjoy it, and it’s quite a 

novel experience, which can help increase retention of learned ideas 
(Beeland, 2002; Bryant & Hunton, 2000; von Glasersfeld, 1992; Lerman, 1996; Sowey, 1995) 

• It’s ‘safe’ (although some still need reassuring that it’s anonymous!), so 

students can ‘have a go’ even if they’re not sure 

• Opens up the lines of communication when students are quiet and you’re 

not sure why… 

 

 

 

• (A lot) less stressful and more meaningful than basic methods of asking 

for feedback 



E-Pen 

• Not strictly speaking formative assessment or feedback in itself, but a 

very helpful tool in teaching and feedback 

• Allows you to draw on a presentation while you are giving it – on the spot 

supplementation of slides and verbal explanations 

• Adds another dimension to teaching style - can show hand workings and 

explanations, diagrams, notes, highlighting, etc. 

• Good for taking students step-by-step through statistical processes 



Break time conversation 

• Talking in breaks, at lunch, before subsequent sessions, during practical 

activity sessions, etc. 

• Not often recognised as a ‘method’ - can be very insightful 

• Often when shy students ask questions 

• Less threatening environment for some 



Conclusions 
 

While there is some familiarity with teaching and learning theory there is a 

distinct lack of formative feedback used in current HE teaching practice 
(Boud & Falchikov, 2007; Gibbs & Simpson, 2004; Black & Wiliam, 1998) 

 

This is a significant omission… 

 

Beneficial for the student and the teacher, for learning and satisfaction 

 

True of most educational fields, but particularly for breaking through the 

particular barriers experienced by teachers of statistics to non-statisticians  

 

E.g., maths/stats anxiety, shyness and embarrassment, diffusion of 

responsibility (someone else will answer), confusion of methods, faulty logic, 

and misinterpretations. 
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Thank you for listening! 
 

Questions welcome  

 

 


